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The
Quanah Route
A History of the Quanah,
Acme & Pacific Railway

DON L. HOFSOMMER

Developed in an era when railroads
were tightly regulated, the Quanah,
Acme & Pacific Railway Company
(QA&P) was a short line that oper-
ated in northwestern Texas from near
the turn of the century into the 1980s.
The in-depth historical analysis pre-
sented here is in essence the study of
all short lines in the era before dereg-
ulation.

Through the years of the QA&P's
life, its leaders steered through nar-
row financial straits, at one point
turning the QA&P into a subsidiary
of the St. Louis-San Francisco
(Frisco) road, and made the tough
decisions to cut back service and fi-
nally to cease operations altogether.
Fully illustrated with photographs and
memorabilia, this volume covers the
history of the Quanah Route against
the backdrop of its service area. 226
pp. 125 b&w illus. $42.50

Oleander Odyssey
The Kempners of
Galveston, Texas, 1854-1980s
HAROLD M. HYMAN

Transplanted as a teenager from
Eastern Europe, Harris Kempner be-
came a peddler in Southeast Texas.
Forty years later he had a wholesale
and cotton-factoring business in
Galveston that helped place him high
in Island society. Through the Great
Storm of 1900, market crashes, and
legal battles the Kempners and their
businesses—primarily cotton and the
Imperial Sugar Company—stayed
together.

Oleander Odyssey chronicles the
rise of the Galveston Kempners and
how they maintained their patriarch's
ideal of family, enterprise, and public
service. It is a story about family
businesses, Progressive urban reform,
the acculturation of Jews, and the dy-
namics of life, politics, and the econ-
omy in Southeast Texas. 512 pp. 36
b&w illus. $39.95

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY PRESS
Drawer C • College Station, Texas 77843-4354
Toll-free order no.: 1-800-826-8911
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The New Competition
Institutions of Industrial Restructuring

Michoel H. Best
Why is America losing its competitive edge
in basic industries? The problem, Michael
Best argues, is due to the rigid command
and control structures that are typical of big
business in America. American firms bck
the organizational flexibility of the "new
competition" of Italy, West Germany, and
Japan. These foreign firms, he argues, seek
competitive advantage not by being the
bwest cost producer, but through superior
product design which requires an unusual
degree of organizational flexibility. Best ar-
ticulates a new rote for national industrial
policy based on this model of product-
related rivalries rather than price rivalry.
$27.50 cloth

Scale and Scope
The Dynamics of Industrial Capitalism
Alfred P. Chandler, ]r.
"Serious students of the worldwide industri-
alization that occurred in the century be-
tween the 1870s and the 1970s are in-
debted to Mr. Chandler... for a lifetime of
determined effort to find order and predict-
able processes in industrial history... Mr.
Chandler started out years ago to make
sense out of the transformation of capitalist
enterprise caused by the growth of giant
industrial companies... He has succeeded
with a power and authority that will not soon
be matched."

—Jonathan Hughes,
New York Times Book Review

The Belknap Press $35.00 cloth

Regulating a New
Economy
Public Policy and Economic Change
in America, 1900-1933
Morton Keller
In this remarkable work, Morton Keller
describes the complex interplay between
rapid economic change and regulatory
policy from the dawn of the new century to
the early 1930s. He provides an evocative
portrait of the response of American politics,
law, and government to a dynamic, chang-
ing economy.

Keller begins by identifying the distin-
guishing features of the new economy, then
goes on to expbre how policymakers re-
sponded to it through detailed examination
of the antitrust movement, public utilities
regubtion, and the regulation of new tech-
nologies such as automobiles and aircraft,
electric power and telephone, motion pic-
tures, and radio.
$27.50 cloth

Enterprise
The Dynamic Economy of a Free People
Stuart Bruchev
"In Enterprise, Stuart Bruchey...writes a rich
and comprehensive survey spanning four
centuries of the American economy...[He]
presents a wealth of material on American
economic growth and development. He
enlivens his narrative with debates of past
historians and the findings of contemporary
research...On turning the final page of this
book, the reader is struck by what Mr.
Bruchey has achieved."

—New York Times Book Review
$24.95 paper/$49.50 cloth

Harvard
Uni versify
Press
Cambridge, MA 02138
|6)7] 495-2480
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NORTH AMERICAN
PATTERNS OF GROWTH
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THE CONTINENTAL CONTEXT

W.T. Easterbrook
Edited and introduced by Ian Parker

The first comparative study of the economic history
of Canada, the US, and Mexico, this work focuses
on the role of economic uncertainty and entrepre-
neurial responses to it as a basis for analysing long-
term historical development.
0-8020-5835-3 $35.00
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The University
of Chicago Press
5801 South Ellis
Chicago, IL 60637
At bookstores, or call:
1-800-621-2736.
In Illinois: 312-568-1550

Making America Corporate,
1870-1920
Olivier Zunz
'This is an important and imaginative book that addres-
ses a wide range of issues. Among its many contribu-
tions, perhaps the greatest is its reconstruction of the
lives and roles of middling figures in the corporate
world, men and women usually neglected by social his-
torians. Unlike previous broad studies of turn of the
century America, Zunz's looks at how the new industrial
system actually worked and at the people who ran it."
—Ronald G. Walters, Johns Hopkins University
Cloth $24.95 278 pages 26 halftones, 1 map

Now in Paper—

Charismatic Capitalism
Direct Selling Organizations in America

Nicole Woolsey Biggart
"A vivid portrait of a widespread but little-known or-
ganizational form: direct selling organizations
(Charismatic Capitalism) breaks new ground in analyz-
ing 'value oriented' private enterprise."
—Walter W. Powell, author of Getting into Print
Paper $12.95 240 pages
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GUIDELINES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

General Information
Manuscripts are considered for publication on the understanding that they are not concurrently
under consideration elsewhere and that the material—in substance as well as form—has not been
previously published.

Three copies of the manuscript should be submitted.
Authors should identify themselves only on a separate title page that provides name, mailing

address, and telephone number. Authors must also remember not to identify themselves in the
body of the manuscript; specifically, references to their own work in the text should be in the
third person, and citations should be written without possessive pronouns—not "See my. . . ."

Each article should be accompanied by a precis of 75-100 words outlining the main point(s)
of the paper and placing the article in context. Subheads should be used to divide the manuscript
into three or four sections (or more, depending on length).

We do not have an upper or lower page limit, but articles usually run between 25 and 60 type-
script pages, including notes and other material.

Articles must contain notes in the humanities style, not references as in the social sciences.
We are always eager to publish illustrations, but authors should not include originals of illus-

trative materials at the time of submission; photocopies of such material may be included.
Authors of accepted manuscripts will receive two copies of the issue in which the article appears

and twenty-five free offprints.

Manuscript Preparation
ALL material—including extracted quotations and notes—must be double-spaced. Legible pho-
tocopies or word-processed originals may be submitted. Use of dot-matrix printers is discouraged.

Notes should be numbered consecutively and citations should be placed at the end of the text.
Do not place footnotes at the bottom of the page (see word-processing instructions).

Each table or figure should occupy a separate page and should be numbered (in arabic numerals)
and grouped together between the text and the notes. The position of these items should be
indicated in the text (as, "see Table 3"), but they should not be mingled with the text and no
extra space should be left for them there. Each table and figure must be accompanied by a com-
plete source.

We use the 13th edition of The Chicago Manual of Style (1982) and spell and hyphenate words
according to Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary.

The journal encourages authors to use gender-neutral prose in all cases where it is not anachronis-
tic to do so; male nouns and pronouns should not be used to refer to people of both sexes.

We use the day-month-year form for dates, as 11 February 1990.
Double quotation marks should be used for journal titles and direct quotation; single quota-

tion marks are used for quoted material inside quotations.

Sample Citation Forms:
Book: Alfred D. Chandler, Jr., The Visible Hand: The Managerial Revolution in American Busi-

ness (Cambridge, Mass., 1977), 321-22.
Journal: Charles Cheape, "Not Politicians but Sound Businessmen: Norton Company and

the Third Reich," Business History Review 62 (Autumn 1988): 444-66.
Note that we do not include the publisher in book citations. We do not use loc. cit., op. cit.,

or idem., but ibid, (not italicized) may be used.

Word-Processing Guidelines
The journal can accept disks of all standard sizes and densities, but they must be formatted in
MS-DOS; we cannot use Apple or Macintosh software. WordPerfect is directly compatible, but
we may be able to accept your document if it can be converted into an ASCII file.

Potential contributors should submit hard copy, not diskettes, initially, but it will save con-
siderable work for all parties in the event of acceptance if authors working on PCs follow a few
rules from the beginning:

In general, use ssfeiv formatting commands as possible.
Do not justify or half-justify the right-hand margin.
Do not hyphenate words at the end of lines.
Do not use hard returns except for new paragraphs or required page ends except as absolutely

necessary (for example, to break between text and notes).
Do not use special fonts; underline material that is to be set in italics.
Most important, do not use the word processor's automatic footnote functions: do not embed

notes in the text. Notes should be keyed in at the end of the text (after any tables) or
as a separate file.
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